MAKING FROM HOME ICE BLOCK STICKS

This week we are having fun with ice block sticks! A hot glue gun or PVA is handy here, and we would recommend a good strong pair of scissors or snips. If you start exploring more complex builds, you may find a scalpel or craft knife are useful as well. So, polish off a box of Frujus with your fams and get into it!

THE LIGHT ELECTRIC
Here are some projects which involve light or movement. You might need batteries and some basic electronics. The Rock ’em Sock ’em robots is a challenging project, so be ready for a bit of work and a lot of fun.

MODELS AND SHAPES
Here we have a few different models to try out. Put your own personal spin on the classic house build, explore geometric shapes or even build an old Western Gallows! Eek! Which of these will you make?

GOT RUBBER BANDS?
If you’ve got some rubber bands lying around, and perhaps some glue, then you may want to try out these fun and simple builds. You can try making a catapult, a paddle boat and even a drag racer!

QUICK AND EASY PROJECTS FOR THE KIDS?
We definitely can’t forget our tamariki at home, so here are a few project ideas aimed at children... of all ages! Just click on the image to the right.

NEED MORE IDEAS?
Check out these two Youtube channels if you’re after more ice block stick projects and ideas.

Don’t forget to share your creations with us online. #studio55makers #makingfromhome